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PRESENTATION
• It is with great pleasure that we present you this little TOURIST GUIDE of Pisticci
that we have written to make our territory known to all those who decide to
spend a few days in our village.
• Pisticci is not a small village, isolated on a hill, but it is a wide and articulated
territory, boasting vast white sandy beaches and a beautiful countryside that
extends from the hill to the plain until reaching the sea in the Piana
Metapontina, a countryside immersed in an unspoiled nature, rich in flora
and fauna. The tourist can choose whether to stay in the seaside villages, in
the farms in the countryside or in the inhabited centres where he will have
the opportunity to appreciate the typical hospitality of the members of the
community. Crossing the narrow streets of the ancient village, which was the
stage of ancient stories, intrigue and leisure, our tourist can relive the history
and traditions of a people that has made it one of their symbols of loyalty.
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PISTICCI .... A FAITHFUL PLACE
• One theory affirms that the etymology
of the name “Pisticci” derives from the
Greek PISTOIKOS, faithful place, (from
PISTIS: faith; and from OIKOS: place);
This view is validated by the fidelity that
the Pisticcese people of Pisticci
demonstrated to the Greeks Metapontini during the war which took
place in 291 BC. against Rome.
• The impregnable fortress of Pisticci had
been a place of refuge for the
Metapontini, who had been well
received by the inhabitants of the
place and this confirms the etymology
of the word Pistoikos.
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THE EMBLEM
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Blaing coat of arms
« Of blue, with a spike in the center that separates two
letters M and P, surmounted by a crown. »

Blazon flag

« Drape of yellow and blue, loaded with the emblem with the inscription centered in
gold at the top: Municipality of Pisticci, in the there is the emblem resting center between
two branches of laurel linked together with a central red bow, lower a gold decorations
insist, on the top, in pointed metal, overhangs a tricolor cockade. »

• An unexceptionable comes from the emblem of Pisticci and leads us to
believe that the Metapontini were occupying the crest of the hill and setting
their home in the shadow of the ancient castle. This, in fact, consists of a
beautiful golden opima spike, surrounded by blue. An M and a P must be
placed next to the heraldic group; M is the acronym of Metaponto and P is
the acronym of Pisticci. The spike represents the cultivation of wheat of great
value that is cultivated in this area, and the blue recalls the deep blue of the
immense sea that lapped the beautiful Greek city of Metaponto. The original
emblem of Pisticci can be seen carved on the front of the ancient rural
chapel of SAN VITO, located in the area of ACCIO SOPRANO, in the hilly
Pisticci countryside.
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LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS
• The Pisticcese dialect is a typical southern dialect of Lucania, of Greek and
Latin derivation with Spanish and French influences deriving from the various
dominations suffered.
• There are also terms of Anglo-Saxon print, brought by emigrants returning
from overseas.
• It is called a "singing dialect" because it is characterized by a phonetics that
tilts to the chant.
• There was a rich tradition, based on the funeral chant: "nnaccarat", with
manifestations of the close relative in front of the remains of the deceased,
with poetic words intending to revive the dead, telling his greatness in life
and his deeds.
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COUNTRY LOOK :

THE WHITE CITY!!!!
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• “A SEQUENCE OF HOUSES ON THE SIDE TOWARDS THE BASENTO, A SEQUENCE OF HOUSES TIED
UP EACH OTHERS LIKE WAGONS OF A TRAIN THAT RUNS IN A WIDE CURVE”… …

• Pisticci rises on the crust of a clayey fan-shaped hill that rises up to 364 m. above sea
level. It is 'the last height of the Lucan Apennines mountain system. The territory
emerges between the valleys of the rivers Basento and Cavone, meandering over
the clayey slopes cracked by the ravines eroded and shaped by the water in
characteristic forms. There the scrambled “pisticcese” residential area stands and,
where the crest of the hill allowed it, some houses were raised.
• From everywhere you look at it, the landscape of Pisticci is typical for the arches that
support the old district of Terravecchia and the Dirupo. In fact, after the giant
landslide in the night of Sant'Apollonia in the far 1668, some houses were built next to
each other, in the collapsed area and gradually these rows of houses extended and
they formed identical boroughs, flooded with light . They look like military camps that
give the village a distinctive original feature.
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• «…. As fairy tale image white and alignedsmall houses looking at the
Mother Church, the Bell Tower and the romantic heights…»
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• The village of Pisticci is elegantly modeled on three heights and takes the form of an
"S". It is divided into 16 districts, all of which are worth of being visited. Historic
buildings, defensive towers in ancient districts make the "white city" of Pisticci a
treasure chest of precious jewels to admire and preserve. We begin our journey
through the streets of Pisticci, among its numerous boroughs the Dirupo strikes for the
urban rarity that distinguishes it and for the history that lies behind the "casedde". It
was formerly known as CASALNUOVO. Built following the ruinous landslide of 1688, it
continued to be inhabited by the population who did not want to move
downstream. Beautiful, during the day for the contrast between the white of their
facades and the gold of the sun rays and at night for the evocative lighting that
surrounds them, the typical white houses are aligned following a simple and
spontaneous architecture. The red-roofed houses are an emblematic rarity of the
suggestive Dirupo borough that is included in the list of 100 Wonders of Italy to be
safeguarded.
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• On the highest and oldest part of the town the
TERRAVECCHIA, district where you can admire the
Norman castle, of which only the square tower
remains. It was the seat of the Castle and of the
ancient Madonna of the Stella, the first parish. This
district, before the nefarious event of the night of
Sant'Apollonia, was the heart of the village, there
were artisan shops and commercial shops, a lot of
elegant and gentry palaces. Today this square
houses the imposing Mother Church dedicated to
Saints Peter and Paul. From the churchyard of the
Mother Church you can enjoy an evocative
panorama that sweeps up to the Ionian sea. The
temple stands on the remains of a pre-existing
church of which the bell tower with two mullioned
orders. It is in Romanesque-Renaissance style. The
building has a sixteenth-century architecture and a
Latin cross plan with three naves. The side rooms
house some baroque chapels and altars, while the
caravaggio-style canvases stand out on the walls.
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In this borough the "BRUNI TOWER" is not unnoticed. It is considered very
ancient, even if the date of its construction is unknown. A legend tells that right
here Brutus would have found refuge after the conspiracy against Caesar and, not

only, some elderly devotees tell us that even St. Peter stopped in this Tower.

Among the historic buildings we can enjoy the marvelous PALACE DE

FRANCO, in Renaissance style, characterized by a loggia with four round
arches and an imposing portal in blocks of white stone.
Leaving the ancient cradle of the village, we descend from a small hill to go

back to the other hill that takes us to the center of the country.
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Let's move to PIAZZA PLEBISCITO where there is the Church of San Rocco,
patron saint of Pisticci.

Going up CORSO MARGHERITA you arrive to the central
square of the village where there is the church of Sant'Antonio
that was a part of the convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie until
1860. It consists of three naves and the central one is
embellished with a cycle of canvases started in the first half of
the eighteenth century by Domenico Guarino and completed by
Teresa del Po.
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CONTINUING ALONG THE STREETS THERE ARE MANY CHURCHES THAT PRESENT
IMPORTANT ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES AND PRESERVE VALUABLE ARTISTIC
WORKS INSIDE THEM.
The sixteenth-century PALAZZO GIANNANTONIO is also
noteworthy. It is now home to the Town Hall. Completed in
1965, it stands out for its interesting monumental portal with
inlaid wrought iron gate and internal courtyard.

The religious patrimony of Pisticci boasts of a great
monument that is the CHURCH OF THE CASALE that
venerates S. Maria of the Sanità. It stands on a flat area in
the eastern part of the town about one kilometer far from
it. The location is the most striking, overlooking the whole
Basento valley, which winds like a huge snake that crawls
torpidly, as if it was lingering between the gray sinuosity of
the clayey soil. On the two sides there are hilly systems, on
which the villages cling.
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•
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TURISTIC ITINERARIES
THE LUMINOUS SILENCE BETWEEN EXCAVATIONS, CASTLES AND PLACES OF PRAYER
• Starting from the coast, going up towards the inhabited center of Pisticci, in the
countryside, today there is evidence of numerous chapels, some reduced to ruins,
otherons that can be visited by tourists. These include the Chapel of Santa Maria of
the Grazie, the chapels of San Leonardo and San Gaetano, San Pietro, San Vito,
and Santa Maria del Carmine, as well as some sighting towers used during the raids
of the Turks.
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In one of the different hamlets of Pisticci, Marconia, stands the beautiful
CASTLE OF SAN BASILIO, once a religious complex later transformed into a
castle by Ruggero the Norman. Currently, the property belongs to the Berlingieri
family who open it to the public for catering activities. The whole structure
responds to the rules of the Rule, economic and self-sufficient, with the central
cloister which overlooks to the rooms used as a refectory, kitchen, dormitory and
library.
THE EXCAVATIONS OF THE INCORONATE: site located on the right bank of the Basento,
on the border between the territory of Siritide and Metaponto, is an up-elevated
plateau, completely isolated but in a strategic position. The excavations have brought
to light traces of an indigenous settlement dating back to the IX century BC, the
village, with huts aggregated to necropolis composed on the edge of the terrace,
circular houses with an interior for storage of foodstuffs, protected by a wooden floor .
In the seventh century BC Greek colonists from Siris, overlapped with the natives who
probably took refuge in the interior, perhaps even in Pisticci. Many of the objects and
artifacts found in the surroundings are exhibited at the National Archaeological
Museum of Metaponto. From Pisticci it is easy to reach the two archaeological areas
with the respective museums of Metaponto and Policoro, ancient Heraclea. (for visits:
MUSEO NAZ. METAPONTO, tel. 0835.745327)
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• Not only culture and archeology, the Ionian coast is also sport to practice, taking
advantage of the extraordinary natural and landscape resources it offers. For those who
choose to set here the place where to spend a full Lucania summer holiday there are a
lot of opportunities for leisure activities: from golf, - fields surrounded by a wonderful
frame of citrus groves, vineyards and Mediterranean vegetation, a few steps from the
sea -, sailing , from canoeing to windsurfing, to diving in the beautiful depths of the
Ionian Sea and sport fishing.
• In Pisticci, trekking lovers can discover glimpses, corners and views, taking long walks
through the most picturesque districts or in the enchanting scenery of the calanques,
authentic natural sculptures.
• You can choose to take a path, setting the "start" between the white terraced houses of
the Dirupo district, exploring it until you reach the Terravecchia, or structuring a route
between the wonderful clay clusters with nice spires and soaring pinnacles, sliding along
trails steep.
• Among the fertile plains that go down towards the Ionian Sea you can go in the total
aridity of deep canyons and barren white dunes here and there sweetened by clumps
of plants, until you enter the exciting regional reserveof Calanchi of Montalbano Ionico.
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• The sea side
• The seaside resort of Marina di Pisticci includes two velvety golden sandy
beaches - SAN BASILIO AND LIDO 48 - surrounded by a magnificent pine
forest, where you can find refreshment on particularly sunny days.
• Here there are some important tourist villages, one of strong impact is the
PORTO DEGLI ARGONAUTI that surrounds the homonymous village, from
which you can leave to embark on boat trips to discover the treasures of
Basilicata.
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• Religious festivals
• For the Pisticcese people the festivals for excellence are the "FIEST D'AJUST" celebrations that are
celebrated in the month of August in honor of the patron saint San Rocco, who protected Pisticci from a
terrible epidemic plague in 1656. The first day of August is anxiously awaited, at the first light of the dawn,
the Pisticcese people are awakened by the firing of the firecrackers, by the sound of the morning bells
that unravel with a particular joyfulness and by the sound of the band of the town announcing the
approach of the solemn celebrations for the great Patron. Throughout the month, the Associations and
the PROLOCO organize cultural events, concerts, leisure activities.

• But the official start of the festivals is given by the cattle fair
held on August 12th and by the lighting of the magnificent
lights that cross the whole country. These patronal festivals are
the call of the many Pisticcese citizens, scattered throughout
the world. On August 15th we celebrate the “Madonna of the
Assunta” and “Ferragosto”, there is a solemn procession
dedicated to the Madonna and in the evening in the various
squares of the town there are musical entertainments.
• August 16 th is the longest day of the year for Pisticci. It is the
day when the Church celebrates San Rocco, saint patron of
our village. Pisticci venerates him through the "Great
Procession", according to many of them, the longest in Italy.
The Procession winds through the streets of the town in the
heart of the historic center. Each borough, with its colors,
adorns with flowers and colored ribbons its streets and along
the streets there are tables, where the Statue is placed so that
devotees can hang money in devotion. The statue is so filled
with cloaks of money that only his face can be seen, and
returns to his church full of gifts but also rich in debt, because it
will have to fulfill many prayers. The veneration that the
Pisticcese people keep in San Rocco is a mixture of religious
superstition and of very lively faith. The solemn journey ends
between the two main squares at the presence of the
authorities. This important day ends with the festivities and civil
rites and with a great fireworks show.
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• So also on day 17th, the day dedicated to San Vito, at 10.00 am in the Mother Church the Mass is
celebrated and everybody follows the procession through the main streets of the town. In regard to
this, there is a proverb from Pisticci that states: "SANTE ROCCHE VA RECUGGHIENNE E SANTE VITE VA
RIVERENNE" (San Rocco collects and San Vito turns to thank). At 7.30 pm in Santa Croce, the auction
for the towing of the "Carro triumphal" of San Rocco starts. At 20.00 there is a procession from Santa
Croce to Piazza San Rocco, with the escort of the Knights. With the usual shots and lights, feast of
refreshments and nut the festivals end, leaving that sense of emptiness after three days of
entertainment. In recent years another day has been added , 18th August, to host a famous "singer"
in honor of the Saint. The suggestive Piazza Lombardi of Rione Dirupo hosts great artists for a concert,
and this is the icing on the cake! Of course we celebrate other festivals to honor the various saints,
the calendar of events is always rich.
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• The Folklore
• Religious anniversaries, customs, traditions and
songs that marked the times of collective and
individual life, are numerous in the rich Pisticcese
folk tradition.
• Two folk groups "L'ECO LUCANA" and
"PACCHIANELLA"
have
for
years
been
committed to enhancing the cultural heritage
that, for centuries, the oral tradition has kept
alive in the popular spirit. Among the most
significant testimonies "I sing carnival" that
begins with the feast of St. Anthony (17th
January) during which they still bless the pets
and a large bonfire is lit.
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• The Pacchiana
The PACCHIANA dressed with a “vunneddé”, a
thickly pleated red woolen skirt, gathered from
"cinina" resting on the hips.
"U sciuppe" is a velvet corset richly decorated with
fringes and embroidery; the breast is covered by a
"sciarpette" white stole like the sleeves of the shirt
edged with precious lace; a black silk ribbon of
variable width, "u lutte", breaks the great whiteness.
The black silk “o u senàle" comes down on the skirt
and the head is covered with "u panne" anciently of
“beaver" fur edged with silk ribbon. Of course there is
no shortage of jewels, the "lasso con la medaglione"
(the necklace), the "puntantiffo", the brooch that
was placed on the neckline of the shirt, these were
the gifts that the mother-in-law gave to their future
daughters
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• The pacchiana is accompanied by the shepherd. The traditional masculine
costume was characterized by short fustian cloth trousers, closed below the
knee with a gaiter, a wide jacket to the “cacciatora” always in corduroy
and velvet and a collarless canvas sleeveless shirt. Finally a hard-brimmed
hat and, a wheel-like cloak , used in winter as a shelter from the cold.
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PROVERBS AND SAYINGS
Scennare sicche, massare ricche;
ma non tante sicch, se no fasce
palicche
(January dry housewife rich but not too dry
otherwise it stays dry)

A cannelore ogne jaddine fasce l’ove.
(Candlemas each hen lays the egg)

Frevare curte e amare
(February short and bitter)

A uagnaredde vacandje è
come a rose, chiù sta chiuse e
cchiù addore.
(The young spinster is like a rose. The
more close it stays stays, the more it
smells)
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A PRODUCT AND ITS HISTORY
Pisticci is the town of Amaro Lucano, liqueur produced since 1894 and known for
the pleasantness of its unique taste.
Quality, knowledge, tradition and ideas. These are the values that make Lucano
one of the most important Italian liquor companies. Like any great story, this one
too has its roots in the past: everything began more than a hundred years ago
from a secret recipe by Cav. Pasquale Vena.
A renowned product who made the area pisticcese worldwide known
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TYPICAL PRODUCTS
• Among the typical products stand out the handmade pasta, such as the "tapparedde"
shaped like a diamond, or the "ruccoli and broccoli", inviting dumplings, and also the
"tagghiaredde", taglioni, grilled macaroni and orecchiette. Naturally all flavored with
homemade sauce, with podolica lucana meat, or lamb bred by our farmers.
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CULINARY TRADITIONS
• We cannot forget the sausage and the sauce that is still homemade respecting the old
tradition ….
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• ….. Also the good wine of our vineyards and the golden green oil olive
trees that form the backdrop to our Hill.

TRADITIONAL SWEETS
• The Christmas and Easter culinary traditions in Pisticci are, still today, closely linked to a long history

of strongly rooted customs dating back to ancient times and, therefore, greatly influenced by past
cultures. The holidays reproduce atmospheres, gestures, rituals and traditions dating back to remote
times and are handed down from generation to generation. In this context, the kitchen is an
essential element of the holidays in the Pisticci houses, thanks to traditional recipes, which faithfully
replicate flavors of old times, with homemade, genuine and earthy flavors. For example “pettole”
and “ncartagghiate” in the Christmas holidays and “taralli” in the Easter period.
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PISTICCI: LAND OF LUCANIA!

Historical photos: AGRO DI PISTICCI SCALO. ... from the archive of Mario Carbone, photographer following Carlo Levi in the company of
Corporal Colombo Giuseppe on his trip to Lucania in 1960.

"The Lucanians, a people of constant and wise workers. The Lucanians know how to pull the furrows straight and deep,
in which the blond spikes swell, but they also know how to walk with a sincere step and high up their foreheads for all
the ways in the world. "...
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PISTICCI

JOURNEY BETWEEN THE SACRED AND THE PROFANE

